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Applying sophisticated, adaptive and intelligent “information presentation automation” to manage
information flow to human consumers in complex systems and domains is not a panacea. Our experience
includes the design of adaptive automation and information systems for multiple 'high end' domains
including fighter piloting (Pilot's Associate--PA), attack/scout helicopter piloting (Rotorcraft Pilot's
Associate--RPA), petrochemical refining and communications resource management for military command
and control. Users in such domains are very demanding and critical of automation which does not behave
according to their standards and expectations, and it has proven difficult to create systems which are correct
enough to achieve user acceptance. Yet, we have found that intelligent interfaces and behaviors can be
designed so that perfection is not required, but that value is still provided. Such interfaces require detailed
consideration and design of the human-automation relationship. A critical mistake is attempting to make
the system too autonomous in its behaviors. Instead, the opportunity for explicit and dynamic collaboration
about how the system may best serve the human is critical.
The RPA adaptive information management system provides an example. RPA achieved acceptable levels
of usability and statistically significant workload reduction compared to an unaided condition in a series of
complex and realistic human-in-the-loop mission simulations (Miller, Hannen and Guerlain, 1999). It is
important to note that these results were obtained in spite of less than perfect tracking of the pilot’s intent
and pilots’ reports of having to ‘Now and Then’ override or correct RPA’s behaviors. One innovation we
employed in the RPA cockpit may have influenced these results: a ‘Crew Coordination and Task
Awareness’ display that, unlike previous some previous systems, gave the two human crew members direct
insight into and some control over RPA’s notion of the mission context and main tasks of each
crewmember. Pilots’ acceptance of this display was very high, averaging 4.25 on a scale of 1-5 where 4
corresponded to ‘Of Considerable Use’ and 5 to ‘Extremely Useful.’
The success of this interface innovation has led us to think more seriously about the implications of the
associate metaphor for adaptive automation in many domains. Given our experience in working on
intelligent information systems, and our familiarity with others in the literature, we have recently drafted a
set of ‘Etiquette Rules’ for adaptive system behavior. The notion of ‘etiquette rules’ seems to have an
appropriate focusing effect—both placing an emphasis on acceptable behavior to a human supervisor, and
requiring a degree of anthropomorphic thinking about the system which seems to be productive. These
rules will be presented and the general notion of human-machine etiquette will be discussed—along with
additional examples from RPA concerning the quantification and tradeoff among rules implemented in that
program.
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